
Outrun the law for a massive potential score: the heat is on in 60 Second Heist, a 5-reel, 1,024-way slot,

featuring 4ThePlayer’s revolutionary WIN TIME feature! Win 60 seconds of Win Time Free Spins - keep

spinning until you run out of time! Increase your win multiplier the longer you play and collect speed

boosts and extra time on the reels! Can you pull off a daring heist and escape with your hard-won

rewards? The Turbo Lock Respin feature can trigger on any winning spin: respin the reels for 5

seconds while all winning symbols lock in place for a massive potential payout! Activate Bonus Bet

and �ne tune your chance of triggering Win Time Free Spins – play the game how you want to play!

Put your foot down and spin those reels: the heist starts now!
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Global release

FEBRUARY 24,

2022

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

21,34%

Volatility

HIGH

Default Max win

1.200.000 €



Key selling points

Top of class maths combines with a completely unique bonus feature for an amazing game

experience!

1,024 ways to win and a max multiplier of over 20,000x!

Unique Free Spins and in-reel bonus featuring 4ThePlayer’s innovative WIN TIME feature.

Fine tune your bonus frequency with Bonus Bet: raise your stake for a bigger chance to win Free

Spins!

Features 4ThePlayer.com’s exclusive BIG REEL PORTRAIT MODE®, making portrait mode an

immersive entertainment experience.

Paylines

1 024

Default bet size

1 €

Default bet range

0,20 € - 20 €

Default max multiplier

X 60.000
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Target demographic

Players who enjoy the solid maths and innovative features from 4ThePlayer’s other games.

Players who love great win potential in both the base game and free spins with frequent Epic wins

and features.

Fans of high volatility slots, lots of Ways to Win, and a high max win multiplier.

People looking for a new way to experience Free Spins.

Players who want to tune their game to play how they like it.
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Game features

Bonus Bet

Activate Bonus Bet and �ne tune your chance

of triggering Win Time Free Spins. Increase

your bet with the slider, which increases your

chance of winning Free Spins - all the way to a

1 in 1 Buy Feature chance (where allowed by

territory).

Win Time Free Spins

Win 60 seconds of Win Time Free Spins - keep

spinning until you run out of time! Increase

your win multiplier the longer you play and

collect speed boosts and extra time on the

reels! Can you escape the long arm of the law

with your hard-won rewards?
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Turbo Lock Respin

The Turbo Lock Respin feature can trigger on

any winning spin: respin the reels for 5

seconds while all winning symbols lock in

place for a massive potential payout!
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Game rules

How To Play?

The player chooses their bet amount using the + and – buttons. All wins are multiplied by the bet.

For details on win payouts see the game paytable. To play the game, the player presses the SPIN

BUTTON. If playing on PC and if enabled in the game options menu, the space bar can also be

used to spin the reels.

Winning symbols are raised over the reels when the spin stops. Wins pay from left to right.

Wild Symbol

The Wild symbol substitutes for every symbol apart from scatters. The Wild symbol has an

alternative look and animation when playing in Free Spins.

Free Spin Scatter

3 Free Spins Scatters will award Win Time Free Spins. Free Spins Scatters can land on reels 1, 3, and

5.
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Top Paying Symbols

The 2 top paying symbols have alternative looks and animations when playing in Free Spins. Their

payouts remain the same.

Win Time Free Spins Feature

3 Free Spins Scatters will award Win Time Free Spins. You will be awarded 60 seconds of spins.

The reels will spin as normal and wins will be awarded as normal for the awarded time, which will

be displayed on the stopwatch next to the reels. When the awarded time has expired, the current

spin and any wins will be awarded before the feature ends.

A light will move around the reels on the lapper board during the feature. Every time a full lap is

completed, the win multiplier will increase by +1x and all subsequent wins (including any win

currently being awarded) will be multiplied by this amount.

Bonus time is calculated by the game server. Perceived time may vary according to device

performance, and will not affect game results.

Boost Scatter

Landing a Boost scatter in view during Free Spins will increase the speed of the reel spin, award

count-ups, and the light on the lapper board for a short amount of time. Landing another Boost
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scatter when this is active will increase the time of the boost.

Extra Time Scatter

Landing an Extra Time Scatter in view during Free Spins will increase the remaining time on the

stopwatch. If the time on the stopwatch has already expired, the Extra Time Scatter will still take

effect after any wins have been awarded.

Turbo Lock Respin Feature

After any winning spin in the base game, the Turbo Lock Respin Feature might trigger.

Any symbols involved in the win will lock in place. All other reel positions will respin and any new

winning symbols will lock as well. This will continue for 5 seconds, after which the �nal win will be

awarded.

Bonus Bet

BONUS BET allows you to increase your chance of hitting the Win Time Free Spins feature by

increasing your bet.

Press the BONUS BET button to open the BONUS BET window.
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The values along the slider show the average number of spins it will take to trigger a Free Spins

bonus, as well as the cost of each selection. Moving the slider will select a Bonus Bet mode.

You can adjust your normal bet size on this screen. Doing so will update the costs on the slider.

Press ACTIVATE to return to the game screen with your selected BONUS BET level active. Press

CANCEL to return to the game screen without BONUS BET active.

How to Calculate Payline Wins

Ways slots remove paylines to make it easier to see the wins. A win is formed from consecutive

symbols starting from the �rst reel.

If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of a symbol, the win will be multiplied.

Multiply the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal payout multiplier.

For example, if the �rst reel contains 2 symbols, second reel 3 symbols and third reel 2 symbols, the

paytable value is multiplied by 2 x 3 x 2 = 12.
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Balance - Displays your account balance.A -
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Options Panel

Win - Displays your win for the last played game round.B -

Bet - Displays the value of your total bet per game.C -

Bet Down - Lowers your total bet per game.D -

Bet Up - Raises your total bet per game.E -

Spin - Starts the game.F -

Autoplay - If Autoplay is enabled, opens the Autoplay menu to set up and play automatic spins.G -

Options - Opens the game menu, where you can view the paytable and game rules, or view

your play history.

H -

Bonus - Opens the Bonus Bet menu to increase your stake and bonus trigger chance.I -
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Sounds - Displays your account balance.A -

Paytable - Opens the paytable, for information about how much each symbol pays and the

game features.

B -

Autoplay - If Autoplay is enabled, opens the Autoplay menu to set up and play automatic spins.C -

Press Space to Spin Reels - Enables or disables ability to play the game by pressing the Space

Bar.

D -
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Additional information

The English language version of the game rules prevails.

The reels are spin with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random number

generator. For more information, visit www.4theplayer.com/contact.

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from the interrupted game will be

added to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance

immediately.

In any situation where the replay functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of

your gaming website.

History - If this feature is enabled, you may review and replay your last 10 game rounds.E -

Game Rules - Find out the rules of the game.F -
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